
Brighton Lacrosse Random   

Drug & Alcohol Testing Consent Form 

Statement of Purpose and Intent  

Participation in Brighton High School Lacrosse (hereinafter BHS LAX) is a privilege.  Players desiring to participate 

in this program are expected to present themselves and act in a manner which not only holds themselves in the 

highest esteem, but their teammates, coaches and parents and the Brighton Lacrosse program as well.  This policy is 

intended to prevent, deter and/or detect drug or alcohol use among players.  

As such, the Brighton High School Lacrosse program has implemented a zero tolerance policy for any player 

involved in using illegal drugs (and/or prescription drugs not medically prescribed) and alcohol.  To implement said 

policy, random drug testing shall occur one or more times during the any regular Spring (November-May) or Fall 

(August-October) Lacrosse Season.  The beginning of any season shall be considered the first day of practice/tryouts 

and shall continue until the final game of the season for the individual player.    

Participation in Brighton High School Lacrosse   

In order for a player to participate in BHS LAX, both the player and their parent (or legal guardian) must consent the 

player’s participation in random drug testing.  The player’s will be assigned a number and selected at random by 

lottery.   The coaches shall decide how many players should be tested.  As a result of the random nature of the 

lottery, if there is more than one random test required by BHS LAX, a player may be subject to one or more drug 

tests during any particular season, and other players may never be selected.   

A player who has been selected shall be privately notified to report to a designated site, date and time to provide 

either a urine sample or hair follicle to be drug and alcohol tested.  The player shall have a 24 hour period to comply 

with the request once they have received notification of the request.  The requests shall be sent to both the player and 

the parent by a means designated below (text message or email).  It is the responsibility of the player and parent to 

ensure that they check for notifications.    

The samples to be provided will be observed by personnel at the testing facility.  Thus, the player and parents should 

be aware that any efforts to cheat the testing (bringing another person’s urine or hair) shall result in that person’s 

testing being considered positive for the banned substances.  If a player refuses to participate or show up to the 

requested testing facility, that failure shall be considered a positive test for drugs and/or alcohol.  All positive tests 

for drugs and alcohol (including failures to appear or cheating) shall be subject to the minimum following sanctions 

in one season:    

1. First offense – 2 game suspension

2. Second offense – Suspension for the remainder of the season.

*The coaches may have the discretion to impose additional sanctions if they feel it necessary.

Parents/guardians will NOT be notified or contacted if the results of the testing are negative.  If the results of the 

tests are positive, the player’s parent will be notified to bring their player to meet with the coach and discuss the test 

results and sanctions.  A sanction for a positive drug test may also include that the player reimburse the program for 

the drug testing costs for his individual test.  

Release of Drug Test Results:   

Parents and Players consent that the test results should be emailed or provided to the Head Coach of the High 

School Brighton Lacrosse program.  If the facility providing the test will provide the results via email, the test 

results should be emailed to the coach at: brightonhslacrosse@gmail.com.  If the facility will not email the results, 

the Head Coach of the High School program should have permission to pick up the player’s drug test results from 

the facility upon providing verification of his identity.    
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Consent of Parent/Guardian:  I confirm that I have read, understand and agree to the terms as set forth above.  I 

further agree that I have reviewed this drug/alcohol policy with my minor child/player and understand that I consent 

to my minor child participating in random drug/alcohol testing in accordance with the above outlined policy as a 

condition of his voluntary participation with the Brighton High School Lacrosse Program.  I further, consent that the 

results of my player’s drug test shall be released to the Head Coach via email or in person.   Finally, I understand 

that any positive test for illegal drugs (and prescription drugs not medically prescribed) and alcohol, shall result in 

sanctions against my child which could result in the suspension of games, practices and/or suspended from the 

entire program for that season.    

Printed Name 

Parent/Guardian 

Signature Parent/Guardian Date Preferred notification 

(please provide below) 

Email 

□_________________

Text

□__________________

Consent of Player:  I confirm that I have read, understand and agree to the terms as set forth above.  I further agree 

that I have reviewed this drug/alcohol policy with my parent or guardian and understand that I consent to 

participating in random drug/alcohol testing in accordance with the above outlined policy as a condition of his 

voluntary participation with the Brighton High School Lacrosse Program. I further, consent that the results of my 

drug test, shall be released to the Head Coach via email or in person.  Finally, I understand that any positive test 

for illegal drugs (and prescription drugs not medically prescribed) and alcohol, shall result in sanctions against me 

as a player which could result in the suspension of games, practices and/or suspended from the entire program for 

that season.    

Printed Name Player  Signature Player Date Preferred notification 

(please provide below) 

Email 

□_________________

Text

□__________________




